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Background: The contrastive hierarchy in phonology

How things work in phonology (Dresher et al. 1994; Dresher 2009; Hall 2007, 2011; Mackenzie 2009, 2013; etc.):
• Features are assigned by recursively dividing the phonemic inventory.
• No feature is assigned unless it is contrastive (i.e., divides at least one phoneme from at least one other
phoneme).
• e scope of features (order of divisions) can vary from one language to another, giving diﬀerent speciﬁcations for similar inventories.
• An example: Laryngeal features in Ngizim and Hausa (Mackenzie 2013)
(1) Variation in scope of [±voice] and [±constricted glois]
a.

Ngizim: [±c.g.] > [±voice]

b.

Hausa: [±voice] > [±c.g.]

ɗ d. t

.

[+c.g.]
.
ɗ

ɗ d. t
[+voice]
.

[−c.g.]
.

.

.
[+voice]
d

[−voice]
.
t

.

[+c.g.]
.
ɗ

[−voice]
.
t

[−c.g.]
.
d

Ngizim: [−c.g.] obstruents, as a class, show voicing harmony (*t…d);
voicing of implosives is ignored (✔t…ɗ).
Hausa: [+voice] obstruents, as a class, show c.g. harmony (*ɗ…d);
pulmonicity of voiceless Cs is ignored (✔ɗ…t).
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Looking for parallels
• Can the same idea be applied to morphosyntax? We know that:
– Morphosyntax uses features.
– Morphosyntactic features show hierarchical organization (Harley 1994; Harley & Rier 2002a,b; Rier
& Wiltschko 2009; Cowper 2005a; Cowper & Hall 2014; etc.).
– Contrast maers for the interpretation of morphosyntactic features.

∗

We are grateful to the participants at the 2014 Dog Days Workshop at the University of Toronto for helpful discussion of an earlier
version of this work.
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(2) Variation in number systems (Cowper 2005b: 446)
a. Two-way number system
#

b. ree-way number system

#
|
>1

#

singular plural
singular
Two-way system: >1 means plural.
ree-way system: >1, unless further speciﬁed with >2, means dual.

#
|
>1

dual

#
|
>1
|
>2
plural

• Morphosyntactic features have semantic content, parallel to the phonetic content of phonological features.¹
• On the other side, morphosyntactic features get spelled out by vocabulary items (VIs). is has no obvious
parallel in phonology.
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What is the inventory?
• In phonology, the contrastive hierarchy divides the phonemic inventory; terminal nodes are phonemes.
• What are the phonemes of morphosyntax? Functional lexical items (LIs), considering only the Lexicon in
the narrow sense and not the Encyclopedia (Marantz 1996).
• An example: Nominal number in English and Mandarin (Cowper & Hall 2014)
– English has three kinds of nominals:
(3)

a. Mass:
e ﬂoor was covered with carpet.
b. Singular: e ﬂoor was covered with a carpet.
c. Plural: e ﬂoor was covered with carpets.

– Mandarin has two kinds of nominals (Cheng & Sybesma 2005):
(4)

a. Mass:
Hufei he-wan-le
tang.
Hufei drink-finished- soup

b. Count:
Hufei mai shu qu le.
Hufei buy book go 
{

‘Hufei ﬁnished the soup.’

– Features (privative):
NA: the nominal does not denote a single indivisible entity
D: the nominal denotes one or more discrete entities

1

}

a book
‘Hufei went to buy
.’
books

In each system, there are some features, like [ﬁnite] or [sonorant], whose interface-level content is hard to identify.
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– Dividing the English inventory:
(5)

.
NA
.
D
.
plural

(non-NA)
.
singular

(non-D)
.
mass

.
* Giving wider scope to NA identiﬁes plural and mass nominals as a natural class. When
indeﬁnite, they are unbounded and take ∅/sm̩ rather than a(n), in contrast to singulars.
* D is spelled out by VIs like -s, these, those. Because it takes narrow scope here, mass and
singular nominals paern together in lacking D.
– Dividing the Mandarin inventory:
(6)

.
D
.
count

(non-D)
.
mass

.
* Here, there is only a two-way distinction, and it is made by D.
* D takes wide scope, and once we’ve speciﬁed it, we’re done; there’s no role for N
A.
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Natural classes
• One of the main things features do in phonology is deﬁne natural classes. (is is also one of the main
kinds of evidence we have for identifying the relative scope of features in the contrastive hierarchy.)
• Do we also have natural classes in syntax?
– Certainly we do within syntactic categories—e.g., plural and mass nominals are a natural class in (5).
– But what about across categories? Are there natural classes that encompass, e.g., some nominals and
some clauses?
• Maybe syntactic categories are like the major classes C and V in phonology.
• e categories C and V play a major role in determining how segments ﬁt into larger (e.g., syllabic) structures. (See Levin (1985), Rier (1995), etc., for explicit parallels between syllabic and syntactic structure.)
(7) e syllable as a projection of the nucleus (Levin 1985: 75)
–
–
–
–
–

N. ′′
N. ′
N.
k.

a.

l.
3

nucleus = head
coda = complement
rhyme = X′
onset = speciﬁer
syllable = XP

• ere are proposals (e.g., Clements & Hume 1995; Harris & Lindsey 1995) that use the same features for
consonants and vowels, but phonological paerns more oen involve natural classes within C or V than
natural classes that cut across C and V.
• Parallels between C and V are analogous to parallels between syntactic categories or domains:
– Number in the nominal domain and aspect in the verbal domain:
* Atomicity in nominal number (many authors):
Cowper & Hall (2014) argue that in English, mass and plural nominals bear NA, with
singular count nominals interpreted contrastively as atomic (non-NA).
* Atomicity in Japanese Inner Aspect (Clarke 2013a,b):
· [+Atomic] as a root modiﬁer, characterizing the set of “instantaneous” verbs.
· [+Atomic] as a contrastive feature of Asp below Voice. In the -te iru construction, derives
the experiential perfect reading instead of the progressive reading.
* Atomicity in Viewpoint Aspect:
· In English (Cowper 2005a), imperfective viewpoint aspect is characterized by I,
whose meaning is essentially the same as NA.
· In modern Greek (Kyriakaki 2006), perfective viewpoint aspect is characterized by M—
the complement of I; thus atomic.
– Plural for nominals, and for iterated events (many authors)
– Deixis and deﬁniteness in T and D:
* Proximate vs. distal:
· Commonplace for demonstrative systems; also used to account for the proximate–obviative
contrast in Algonquian.
· For tense systems (Iatridou 2000): Past tense is analysed as carrying an exclusion feature
E, which speciﬁes that the Topic time excludes the Uerance time.
* Deﬁniteness:
· Commonplace in nominal systems. Generally, D combines properties of familiarity
and uniqueness (Kyriakaki 2011), identifying a referent known to both speaker and hearer.
· For tenses, Partee (1973) has argued that semantically, tenses should be analysed like pronouns and bound variables, not as sentential operators.
* Clausal determiners:
Zaring (1992) treats ce in (8a) as a determiner (rather than as a pronoun, as in (8b)).
(8)

a. Je veillerai à ce qu’il
se coue
de bonne heure.
I will.watch to  that=he self puts.to.bed of good hour
‘I’ll see to it that he goes to bed early.’
b. C’est important que mon ﬁls se comporte comme il faut.
=is important that my son self behave as
it is.necessary
‘It’s important that my son behave as he should.’

She assumes a null N taking the CP as a complement, but one could also argue that the determiner
ce takes CP directly.
• Cross-domain similarities have been known for years. Is this merely a reﬂection of the cognitive categories
human beings use, or is there a more formal relation that should be captured by positing the same features
used across domain? How could one decide?
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• A research question: Are there natural classes that cut across domains? Are the features, as used across
domains, really the same features, grammatically speaking?
– To show that it is truly a single feature used across domains, rather than two features with similar
meaning, we need to provide a denotation for the feature, and show how any diﬀerences in interpretation can be made to follow from the diﬀerent contexts in which that feature appears.
* In Haitian and in Fongbé, (Lefebvre 1998, drawing on Lefebvre & Massam 1988), the deﬁnite
determiner appears in C, T, Asp, and D, with consistent morphosyntactic behaviour and semantic
eﬀects. Semantically, it always contributes something like [+Deﬁnite] and/or [+Anaphoric]. It
would be worth exploring this more formally, to see whether exactly the same semantic content
might be posited in all four positions.
– To show that a feature deﬁnes a natural class across domains, we need to show a process that applies
to elements bearing that feature, regardless of the domain.
* A promising possibility (Craioveanu 2014): Partitive case on objects in Finnish and Estonian
agrees with unboundedness (Non-atomicity) on any of the object (plurals and mass nouns), the
vP (atelicity), the Asp head, (imperfective viewpoint aspect, and PolP (Negation).
* Alternatively, we could show that the same vocabulary item spells out the feature in question
in both domains, as with clausal determiners in French (Zaring 1992) or Haitian and Fongbé
(Lefebvre 1998).
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5.1

Non-contrastive ‘features’
In phonology

Hall (2007, 2008, 2013) discusses cases (Czech, Yowlumne) where non-contrastive features seem to need to be
present in phonological representations, even though they aren’t phonologically active.
• For example, Yowlumne has the phonemic four-vowel inventory /i a o u/, which can be fully distinguished
using the contrastive features [±high] and [±round].
• Contrastive [±high] and [±round] are phonologically active in vowel harmony and long vowel lowering.
• But some other, non-contrastive property must also be represented to account for the fact that when long
/i/ lowers, it does not become identical to /a/. (Instead, it becomes [e].)
• Hall (2013) proposes that /a/ has a redundant, phonologically inert speciﬁcation as [+back].
• Such “prophylactic” redundant speciﬁcations must be present during the phonological derivation, because
they would otherwise be unrecoverable. (If /a/ is not already [+back], then there is no way to sort out
which [−high, −round] vowels should be [e] and which should be [a] aer lowering has applied.)
• However, prophylactic features don’t need to be visible to the phonology itself; they only need to be visible
for phonetic implementation.
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5.2

In morphosyntax

Is there an analogous role for non-contrastive features in morphosyntax?
• Wiltschko (2008) describes the “non-inﬂectional” status of plural marking in Halkomelem:
• Halkomelem plural marking is non-contrastive in the sense that it is optional; its absence does not force a
singular interpretation:
(9) Optionality of Halkomelem plural marking (Wiltschko 2008: 642)
a. te lhíxw swíweles
 three boy

b. te lhíxw swóweles
 three boy.

‘the three boys’

‘the three boys’

• Halkomelem plural marking is also not morphosyntactically active, in that it does not trigger agreement.
Plurality can be marked on the noun, on the determiner, on both, or on neither. If it is marked anywhere,
the nominal receives a plural interpretation; if there is no plural marking, the normal interpretation is
singular, but a plural reading is not impossible (and can be triggered by other elements such as quantiﬁers
or numerals).
(10) Independence of plural marking on N and D (Wiltschko 2008: 643)
a. t’ílém ye
s-í:wí:qe
sing . man.

c. t’ílém ye
swíyeqe
sing . man

‘e men are singing.’
b. t’ílém te s-í:wí:qe
sing  man.

‘e men are singing.’
d. t’ílém te swíyeqe
sing  man

‘e men are singing.’

‘e man is singing.’

• Plural marking can also appear inside compounding and derivational aﬃxes.
• Wiltschko (2008: §5) argues that the Halkomelem plural marker is a root modiﬁer:
(11) Halkomelem nominal structure (Wiltschko 2008: 674)
D.
. D.

n.
. n.

√

root
.

.
. 

√
root
.

Modiﬁer features like plural in Halkomelem are non-contrastive in a diﬀerent sense from prophylactic features
in Yowlumne and Czech: it’s not that they’re predictable, but rather that their absence does not signify. But they
are similar in that they’re not part of the contrastive hierarchy.
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5.3

Are non-contrastive features really features?
• ere are many properties that are grammatically active in one language but not in another. Where they
are not grammatically active, they are generally not thought to be encoded as features.
Evidentiality: Some languages (e.g., Turkish, Korean, echua, Tuyuka) have obligatory, inﬂectional evidential marking:
(12) Inﬂectional evidentiality in Korean (Papafragou et al. 2007: 262)
a. Toli-ka mantwu-lul mek-ess-e.
Toli- dumpling- eat--.
‘Toli ate dumplings.’ (Speaker has direct evidence of this.)
b. Toli-ka mantwu-lul mek-ess-tay.
Toli- dumpling- eat--.
‘(I heard that) Toli ate dumplings.’ (Hearsay)
Others, like English, have adverbs (patently, evidently, apparently, supposedly, reputedly, etc.) that
specify the evidential basis of an assertion, but which are not organized into a grammatical paradigm,
and whose use is optional.
Temporal precedence: Some languages, like English, obligatorily mark the distinction between past and
nonpast, while others, like Mandarin, do not. Mandarin nonetheless has adverbial elements meaning
things like yesterday and long ago, just as English has adverbial elements with evidential meaning.
• Even within a single language, the same property can appear both as a grammatically active feature and
as part of the meaning of an element with no grammatical consequences.
– e property of semantic modality is active in English, French, and Spanish clausal morphosyntax.
– In English, it is spelled out by the class of modal verbs, which have a well-deﬁned set of syntactic
properties. (ey must be ﬁnite; they select a bare verb as their complement; they cannot be marked
with -s to agree with a third-person singular subject.)
– English thus has in its set of formal features something like M.
– But the same semantic property is found in many lexical items: adverbs like possibly and probably,
adjectives like likely and illegal, and even red (Hall 2001: 7):
(13)

a. is piece of plastic can reﬂect light that has a wavelength of 700 nm.
b. is piece of plastic is red.

– ese elements have none of the morphosyntactic properties associated with the feature M.
• Perhaps Halkomelem plurality belongs to the Encyclopedia, not the Lexicon—and perhaps prophylactic
‘features’ are encyclopedic phonetic information about segments in Czech and Yowlumne.
• We therefore hypothesize that non-contrastive properties, like backness on Yowlumne /a/ and plurality in
Halkomelem, are not features at all, but rather non-featural phonetic or semantic properties belonging to
the (phonetic or semantic) Encyclopedia.
• From this, we predict that such properties should never participate in grammatical processes like agreement. e hypothesis would be falsiﬁed by a language identical to Halkomelem with respect to plural
marking on nominals, but in which plural nominals triggered number agreement on the verb.²
• We may be wrong. But if we are right, we can make the very strong claim, in the tradition of Trubetzkoy
(1939), that all formal features in natural language are contrastive.
2

Wiltschko (2008) makes a similar prediction by assigning diﬀerent structural positions to modiﬁer features and head features.
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